
 

Study shows LGBTQ+ individuals with
autism have greater health disparities than
peers
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Individuals with disabilities or who identify as LGBTQ+ often encounter
difficulties in navigating the American health care system. A new study
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from the University of Kansas has found that people with autism
spectrum disorder who identify as LGBTQ+ have greater health
disparities than their peers, including being denied service or being told
by doctors they couldn't be transgender because autism would prevent
them from understanding their own sexuality.

The study also found these individuals had higher rates of mental illness,
smoking and poorer overall health, despite having higher educational
attainment than their peers. That finding counters a large body of
research showing higher education normally correlates with better health
outcomes. Overall, the findings indicate medical professionals and
policymakers have much work to do in recognizing and addressing the
health care needs of individuals with autism, those from gender and
sexual minorities and the intersectionality of these identities.

For the study, researchers analyzed data from the National Survey on
Health and Disability (NSHD), developed at KU. The data revealed a
high rate of self-reported LGBTQ+ identities among individuals with 
autism spectrum disorder. The majority of previous research on those
with autism who also identify as gender/sexual minorities has focused on
youth and/or were conducted in Europe. KU researchers supplemented
survey data by conducting interviews to learn more about participant
experiences in the American health care system. The results showed
adults with autism who are LGBTQ+ experienced worse health and
health care access barriers than straight, cisgender respondents with
autism.

"What we found in interviews with individuals was they had this identity
of having a disability and being LGBTQ, but often those two weren't
viewed as compatible with each other," said Jean Hall, one of the study
authors. "Both identities are misunderstood and underserved."

The study was written by Hall, director of the Institute for Health &
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Disability Policy Studies in KU's Life Span Institute; Katie Batza,
associate professor of women, gender & sexuality studies at KU; Carl
Streed Jr. of Boston University; Brian Boyd, director of Juniper Gardens
Children's Project in KU's Life Span Institute; and Noelle Kurth,
research associate at the Institute for Health & Disability Policy Study. It
was published in the Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders.

Among the findings, respondents were more than twice as likely to self-
report a mental illness or psychiatric condition and twice as many poor
physical health days per month than straight, cisgender respondents with
autism. The former's smoking rates were almost 10 times higher than the
latter as well. While nearly all respondents had health insurance, those
who were LGBTQ+ reported much higher rates of unmet health care
needs. Notably, 35.7% of LGBTQ+ adults with autism reported being
denied services. All of these disparities are indicative of structural
discrimination within society at large as well as within the medical field.

Interviews indicated individuals were reluctant to seek health care
because of previous negative experiences and attitudes of health care
providers. That stigma can lead to lack of treatment, which can manifest
in numerous health problems, and respondents also had higher rates of
post-traumatic stress disorder than their peers.

"When going to their providers, they would often have to choose 'I'm not
going to tell them I'm autistic' or 'I'm not going to tell them I'm
LGBTQ+," Kurth said. "They knew what they were doing. They've had
to negotiate the health care system for years and had a lot of negative
experiences."

Several respondents reported continuing to see pediatricians into
adulthood due to difficulty finding other providers willing to work with
adults with autism spectrum disorder. The study also found that
LGBTQ+ individuals with autism were more likely to have private
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insurance, while straight, cisgender respondents with autism were more
likely to have public insurance such as Medicare or Medicaid. The
findings suggested private insurance less adequately covered the needs of
the study group.

"That could be because providers who accept public insurance see more
people with disabilities, but we want to look at that further in future
research," Hall said.

Above all, the study found that individuals with autism who are
LGBTQ+ have higher unmet health care needs, which often result in
numerous negative outcomes. That indicates that providers and
policymakers alike are in need of greater understanding of both
populations. Providers especially could benefit from better preparation,
either in medical school or in continuing education, on how to serve
people with disabilities and/or who are gender and sexual minorities.
Study authors noted data from the National Survey on Health and
Disability are publicly available, and they plan to share their findings
with medical professionals as well.

"I think all of us are committed to eliminating these disparities and
making these findings and our data accessible," Batza said. "We're all
passionate about getting our work to the medical community and those
who make health policy decisions to help ensure everyone is getting the
health care they need."

  More information: Jean P. Hall et al. Health Disparities Among
Sexual and Gender Minorities with Autism Spectrum Disorder, Journal
of Autism and Developmental Disorders (2020). DOI:
10.1007/s10803-020-04399-2
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